
About Altmetrics

Abstract
Within the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Cancer Institute (NCI) sponsors a diverse research portfolio ranging
from basic research to advanced clinical applications and implementation science. The NCI Center for Research Strategy (CRS)
engages in a variety of analyses relevant to NCI-funded initiatives, projects, and investigators. Data from multiple sources are
often combined to converge on answers to questions from leadership. In the past, bibliometric measures have been incorporated
into analyses related to estimating productivity and identifying emerging research areas. The work described here constitutes an
initial exploration of using altmetric measures for scientific publications linked to NCI-funding. Citations are one measure of the
extent to which research findings are visible to the research community, but citations only capture engagement of other scientists
and often only in the same field. Alternative metrics, also known as “altmetrics”, offer a view into research engagement of a
broader set of communities including medical practitioners, patients, and the public. To gain insight into the patterns of
engagement with NCI research, we examined several funding streams using traditional and alternative measures of output and
impact. We looked across NCI’s portfolio of extramural research, by division, and by research area. Interestingly, though perhaps
not surprisingly, divisions with a greater focus on basic research show different altmetric-based patterns of output, impact, and
altmetric attention than those emphasizing clinical applications, and the relationship between these variables varies. We also see
variations in the type of alternative metric attention (e.g., news, policy, blogs), by research emphasis. These preliminary results
reinforce the need for more research on the meaning and best uses of altmetric data.

Discussion & Future Directions

Preliminary analysis suggests that altmetrics can potentially provide additional insight into 
the impact of funded work, and may show different patterns specific to the varied funded 
portfolios of different NCI Divisions.

Deeper analysis can help to understand the factors that may be underlying the Division-
specific patterns of altmetric measures. For example, the Division with the strongest public 
health focus (DCCPS) has the highest proportion of projects with altmetric activity and a 
higher proportion of news and policy mentions whereas DCTD has a higher proportion of 
patent mentions.

Evaluating diverse research cannot be boiled down to a single metric. Altmetrics provide an 
additional perspective on NCI-funding that is not easily accessible with traditional 
bibliometrics.

Altmetrics provide insight into how the public engages with research, allowing funders to 
better understand how their research affects individuals that are outside of the traditional 
academy. 

We are still interested in understanding how to combine altmetrics with other metrics to  
provide the best overall picture of a grants impact. Remaining questions include:
• How does the behavior of the Division impact the overall altmetric behavior of a 

research article? For example, do articles funded by Divisions with a more active social 
media presence have higher altmetric scores? 

• How does a division’s web presence influence their altmetric scores?
• What are the most appropriate or relevant altmetric measures for each type of research 

program?
• Attention can also be tracked to particular URLs in addition to publications and clinical 

trials. How can this be best used to track diverse research outputs?

Methods
• Examined attention received by publications that acknowledge NCI Grants 

with a start year of 2002* or later.  Only publications that acknowledge grants 
that supported by DCB, DCCPS, DCP, and DCTD are included in this 
analysis. 

• Alternative metrics (altmetrics) information gathered from the Altmetric.com 
platform.

• Altmetric.com establishes transparent links of attention to research outputs 
as depicted below.
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Footnotes

* A 2002 start year was selected because mapping to divisions within NCI is more 
reliable starting in 2002.

** Broad Research Areas. We have implemented the Broad Research Areas 
developed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and published as part of the 
Australian and New Zealand Standard Research Classification (ANZSRC) 2008 
edition, based on a machine learning approach. A training set has been used to 
build the matching model and to assign a code to all document types in Dimensions.

Indicators demonstrating engagement with ANY 
product of the research life cycle.

Data sources and scoring within Altmetric.com

What percentage of publications 
acknowledging NCI grants 

received altmetric attention?

Proportion of total attention, by division

Policy Mentions and NCI-funded Research

Understanding the research emphasis 
NCI’s Extramural Program Divisions
• Division of Cancer Biology (DCB) 
• Division of Cancer Control and 
• Population Sciences (DCCPS)
• Division of Cancer Prevention (DCP) 
• Division of Cancer Treatment and 
• Diagnosis (DCTD)

The text of the title and abstract was used to 
classify NCI funded grants. Altmetric attention 
was examined by division to determine 
whether the Altmetric profile varies based 
on the nature of the research.

(Funded Projects Categorized by Dimensions based on 
Broad Research Areas**)

Zoom to highlight other types of 
attention than twitter

For context, below are the percentages of publications that 
have received attention within Altmetric.com (2002-2018):

o 13.2% of publications in Dimensions
o 31.3% biomedical publications (those indexed in MEDLINE) 
o 50.3% NCI-funded publications
o 47.5% NIH-funded publications
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Altmetric Policy Mentions:
• Altmetric tracks attention to a broad range of policy 

sources and collects sources directly from organizational 
websites.

• Altmetric curates policy sources that are designed to 
change or otherwise influence guidelines, policy or 
practice such as government guidelines, reports or white 
papers.

• Policy sources are largely collected directly from 
organizations' publications websites and are updated 
regularly.

• Policy documents are searched for mentions via both link 
searching, identifier analysis and text mining.

Example Policy Documents where NCI funded research 
has been mentioned:
• Influencing food environments for a health diet (United 

Nations)
• E-cigarette use among youth and young adults: a report 

of the Surgeon General (CDC)
• Ovarian Cancers: Evolving Paradigms in Research and 

Care (National Academies)
• National bowel cancer screening program: monitoring 

report 2016 – Australian Analysis & Policy Observatory

The percentage of publications that acknowledge NCI 
grants and receive a policy mention within Altmetric.com.

Top 10 Policy Outlets. Below are the outlets that most 
frequently mention publications that acknowledge NCI 
funding. Outlets were ranked based on the number of 
policy documents that mention one or more of the 
publications included in this study. 

1.3 million 
policy 

references
total

2.7 million 
outputs with 
attention in
past year

4 million 
news mentions

total

50 million+ 
mentions in 
past year

9.6 billion 
API requests 
in past year

1.5 million 
Wikipedia 
mentions

total

Lots of data! Division
Percentage	with	
Altmetric	Attention

DCB 47%
DCCPS 57%
DCP 47%
DCTD 40%


